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Image above - Rudy 
and her kittens, who 
want to know what we 
are going to do now 
that we have reached 
issue #300.

	 As of today, November 16 2021, Cats Illustrated has reached its 
300th issue. There has been a bad experience with this kind of milestone in 
the past, when we were a bit deceptive around issue #200. However, we will 
treat this just like any other issue. 


	 Recently, the arcade in Pawsville has been causing some problems. 
Cats can’t even trust each other to get groceries because the cat on the 
errand will surely stop at the arcade. However, some kittens are using all of 
their money in there, and parent cats are worried that their kittens will start 
getting addicted to the arcade. So, there was a restriction imposed that 
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kittens could not spend more than ten dollars at 
the arcade a day. Well, that wouldn’t be too 
hard, because kittens didn’t even have ten 
dollars anymore. And that was when the 
situation got really bad. 


	 Lunch’s kittens swiped a twenty from 
Lunch’s wallet, and Judy’s kittens lifted a fifty 
from Judy’s money safe. Lunch’s kittens got 
away with their theft, but Judy’s kittens were 
busted. Judy grounded each of her kittens and 
said that they wouldn’t get any allowance for a 
month, and stormed off clutching the fifty bill in 
her paws. If kittens were stealing money 
because they wanted to go to the arcade so 
much, then there was a big problem. 


	 Some police officers went to the arcade 
today, to tell the cat who ran it that they needed 
to put a restriction on how much time cats or 
kittens could spend in there. The cat who ran 
the arcade agreed, and now there is a half hour 
time limit for kittens or cats if you are a regular 
customer. You can also wait a day without going 
to the arcade, then get an hour in there. However, kittens found ways to get 
past this new rule. There is a machine in the arcade where you lock yourself 
inside and start a fifteen minute game, and one smart kitten went in there just 
before their thirty minute time limit hit. The cat who ran the arcade had to pull 

the plug to get the kitten out of the machine 
before the game was done.


	 Unfortunately, the cat who ran the 
arcade was forced to take even more serious 
measures. When kittens went to the arcade 
today, it was closed. Now, it was only open on 
Wednesdays and weekends, with an hour long 
time limit for all three days. Kittens were not 
happy about this, but parent cats were satisfied 
because at least their kittens could get them 

groceries again without getting attracted into the arcade. Still, kittens didn’t 
feel too much like getting groceries.


	 Subscribe again for more on the arcade!

Image above - Harvey, 
who knows he’ll love 
the arcade if he goes 
to it.

“The arcade is 
really super fun! 
We love the 
video games and 
all of the 
snacks!” 

 - RUDY’S KITTENS
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